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chinery of distribution fell down,   A constant strain on
Wiktor's nerves, a drain on his energy.
Years later Pilsudski wrote a detailed account of
how Robotnik was printed in Lodz. The little English
press, two feet high, was set up in his apartment at
19 East Street—today it is Pilsudski Street—in a dis-
trict where workmen lived. It was an ordinary four-
room apartment on the second floor, one of thousands
in that city of textile mills. Beneath it was a shop sell-
ing cotton goods and stockings. He had a passport
made out for Wiktor DabrowsM (Dom-brof-skee) and
was supposed to be a lawyer. RoznowsM, the printing
expert, passed as Ms secretary.
Their workroom opened off from the living room
where Madame Pilsudska sat, ready to hum a little tune
to announce the servant's approach. They kept the
press in the upper part of a cupboard, their scant store
of type in the lower part, paper under the sofa. Waste
paper they burned, a little at a time, in the stove; the
fire was made in the evening to make this easier. When
they left off work they always had to look around to
make sure the room was in good order—no scraps, no
stains of ink or oil to betray them. When the maid
cleaned in the morning, Madame Pilsudska stayed in the
room, explaining that the master didn't like the things
on his desk touched by any hands but hers; with the
mistress present, no servant would dare pry about with
suspicious eyes.
What a huge task it was, getting out one number of
Robotnikl The paper had twelve small pages, about
seven by ten inches. Each number had a leading article
—that had the place of honor on page one; the events
of the day on the last page—that must be printed last
of all; so they began with the middle section. They
could print only one page at a time. An hour's work
gave two hundred and fifty to three hundred copies of

